Introduction
alized form as the system
where Mr is the constant mean ccmvection Mach number, p is the disturbance pressure, and u is the disturbance velocity. System (1) can be cliagonalized and solved by the method of characteristics to produce the general solution -(M + 1)t)) -(M -1)t)),
(2)
The first step in producing algorithms for solutions of (1) is to locally interpolate u and p at t. with order D polynomials in x: 
The approximate local solution (5) is a function of z and t, and it is an exact solution to (1) with the local interpolants (3) as initial data, so that (5) is an exact local propagator for (1) and correctly incorporates the dynamics of (1 .6 l(ua(-(M -1)k)-pa(-(M -1)k)), -k_((1 .6 3MZ)pa "6 M(3 "6 M2)u3) "6 ...,
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where the grid ratio _ = _ is implicit in ( We will introduce four relatively conventional realizations of algorithm (6), with central stencils for the interpolauts (3), and with values for u and p at each grid point.
These al_thms have three, five, seven, and nine point central stenc/Is, they are second, fourth, sixth, and eighth order accurate in both space and time, and they are refered to as the "c3o0ex," "cSo0ex," "c7o0ex," and "c9o0ex" methods, respectively. These four algorithms are all aiagle step explicit methods 1
Grid r_-_,_-_t with dispersive truncation errors, and each is stable for _ _ 1+--'fir" data for these algorithms is presented in Figure 1 , co_ the order of accuracy 1.89D-12
Hermltlan Algorithms
We will introduce a second family of algorithms for (1), which use the exact local propagator (5), but which are distinguished from the relatively conventional algorithms introduced above by the use of Hermitian interpolants for (3 The periodic problem which produces Figure  1 is also used for propagation with 8 grid points per wavelength out to t = 10, t -1,000, and t -100,000.
The data is presented in where the algorithms are r_.nked by order. Note in Table 2 for t -10, that the error data from the sixth order cTo0ex method is two orders of magnitude higher than from the fifth order c3o2s2 method, and that the error from the eighth order cgo0ex method is two orders of magnitude higher than from the seventh order c5ols2 method, and four orders of magnitude higher than from the seventh order c3o3s2 method. A similar comparison is also seen in Table 2 for the data from t -1,000 and t --100, 000. These comparisons once again show that both the order of accuracy and the resolution of a numerical algorithm determine its accuracy. Note that the only algorithms which produce errors that are not O[1] at t ----100,000 are the high order and high resolution c5ols2, c3o3s2 and c5o2s2 methods.
These results also show that far-field may be redefined by several orders of magnitude, and that efficient propagation to a truly far field requires methods which are both high order and high resolution. The superior accuracy of the high order and high resolution methods is obtained by using more complex algorithms, with more variables and equations, and with more operations per grid point per time step. It is natural to ask wether or not the simpler, more conventional algorithms are more or less efficient than the Hermitian algorithms. We will address this issue by replotting the data from the Hermitian algorithms not only use more degrees of freedom of data in order to in_ order of accuracy, but they also solve more equations for more variables, and yet they are still more dBdent than the leas accurate algorithms.
Normal Mode Analysis in ID
The special properties of the full discretization Hermitian algorithms can be shown by a normal mode analysis. We will consider Hermitian algorithms applied to the linear first order wave equation
The local exact propagator is defined by the Method of Characteristics. A normal mode for C0) can be written in local coordinates as Figure 3(a) as a function of the wave number 0 e [0, _r] and the CFL number A • [0, 1]. Note that Figure 3(a) shows the norm of the amplification factor as less than or equal to 1 in the specified parameter range. The most dissipated behaviour is in the limit at 0 = _r, and the norm of the amplification factor at 0 --_" is plotted as a function of A in Figure  3(b) . Recall from the numerical experiments reported above, that the c5o2s2 algorithm is of even higher resolution than the c,rk_s2 algorithm.
Linearized Euler Equations in 2D
The and (u, v) is the velocity disturbance. This two dimensional system is nondiagonalizable, with w_ve propagation along characte_tic surfaces.
We will briefly describe the development of a second order explicit algorithm for (15) on a symmetric 3 x 3 stencil. A second order local interpolant to u in z and y at in can be written as u(z, + x, y_ + v, t.) _ ua(x, y) =u0,0 + ul,0x + u2,0z 2   +(u0,1 + Ul,lZ + u2,1z2) x, y_ + y, t,, + t) _ pa(x, y, t Public reporting burden for this co41eO.ion oi infon'n_icn _ estimated.to average 1 hour per response, includingthe time for mvim,M_ Irstructtom..seamhir_ existingdala laurces. g_hedng and m_n_dnlng the data needed, and comp;_:ng _ rev_wing !he col. isc_ion, of information. S.end co.mmen_ reg_dlng _ bul_len e_itmle _any _ il_ _ It_ colhodofl ol Inforrnmion.inclod_g $oggest_ls for reduong this burden, to Wesnmglon Heaoquarlerl t_rvlces, u,'ec;orale rot Infotm_lon Opec_lon$ and RepONI. 1215 Jeffeclon Davis H_ghway.Suite 1204. M_gton. VA 22202-4302. and to the OffK:s of Managementand Budget. Paperwork ReduCltOnProject (0704-0188). Wash;ngton. DC 20503. Two families of finite difference algorithms for computational aeroacoustics are presented and compared. All of the algorithms are single step explicit methods, they have the same order of accuracy in both space and time, with examples up to eleventh order, and they have multidimensional extensions. One of the algorithm families has spectral like high resolution. Propagation with high order and high resolution algorithms can produce accurate results after O[106 ] periods of propagation with eight grid points per wavelength.
